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Black Box: Ghost Hunter

Higher Balance Institute®

As summer gives way to autumn and the long shadow of winter is cast upon the land, a mystery 
arises. There is potential for profound experiences as you head into these dark months. As the anticipation 
of this unique season envelopes you, your sensory peaks and a nagging feeling tells you there is 
much more here than meets the eye!

Childhood memories of ghost stories and monsters underneath your bed begin to percolate in your 
mind. Were they true or were they just imaginary? What about the stories of the haunted house on 
the hill? Is it real or just an old wives’ tale meant to scare the neighborhood children?

There’s only one way to find out whether ghosts, entities, and dimensional vortexes are real and 
that’s with direct, hands-on experience! You have to become a ghost hunter!

BLACK BOX: GHOST HUNTER OBJECTIVES
• Discover the best locations to do a ghost hunt or paranormal investigation
• Learn how to evoke a reaction from any entity that may be present in a haunting
• Find out how to get yourself in the right frame of mind to maximize your results
• Understand what tools and equipment you will need to enhance your experience
• Learn the difference between psychic impressions, entites, and dimensional phenomena

“Reality leaves a lot to the imagination.” –John Lennon
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PREPARING TO LISTEN
Prepare yourself to listen to Ghost Hunter. Set aside enough time to listen to at least one whole
track in a session. Try to listen to both tracks on consecutive days so that the material is fresh in
your mind. Think ahead about your listening time. You might be surprised what distractions
suddenly come up. Do you have a comfortable place set aside to sit while you listen? If you think
you’ll be hungry, do you have snacks or something to drink? Make it an experience. Give your
full attention to sitting, reflecting, and absorbing the content, just like you would if you were 
watching a movie. This is going to affect the quality of your life, the experience of your spiritual
journey, and the essence of who you are. Isn’t it worth making it a priority and reflecting 
that importance in how you listen?

Some people like to take notes while they listen. If this is helpful for you, it’s a good idea. Put
this workbook down. Switch off your cell phone and any other distracting devices. Go to a place
where you will  not be disturbed. This module should not be used while operating machinery
or in situations which require your full attention. Listen to Ghost Hunter all the way through.
Then, practice the techniques, read the additional insights, and answer the review questions.

Ready...Set...LISTEN!

TECHNIQUES

1. Rock Clacking
This is a back door to dealing with entities and working with those energies. The clacking helps 
put your brain into a certain stasis. The most direct way to enter the spiritual realm is to get the 
Babbler to relax. When the Babbler relaxes and your intent is to have a higher sensory, your 
awareness moves front and center because you’re shutting down the brain.

a) Rock clacking taps the primitive (reptilian) part of your brain. This is the part 
closest to the pineal gland, which is basically your third eye. All psychic ability 
comes from this area of the brain. As primitive humans, we probably depended 
on this to survive because it helped us know what animals were preying upon us. 
It also helped us discern where to go to find water. Most of the entities that are 
attracted by rock clacking are more primitive than modern entities. The energy 
you’re emitting out is going to be a fuel for ancient entities or dimensional beings. As 
far as preparation to do a rock clacking session, do the same as when you’re pre-
paring to do a group meditation. You could do some stretching, Aums, breathing 
exercises, and energy movements. Make sure you have a comfortable and warm place 
to sit. It’s more important to get yourself in the right frame of mind and the right 
state of consciousness.
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b) Find rocks that are made of a really solid material. Something between the size of an 
orange and a grapefruit is ideal. The shape doesn’t matter as long as they fit comfortably 
in your hands. Don’t get rocks that are too big because they are difficult to use. If you 
want, you can use sandpaper to smooth them out.

c) Make sure the rocks have a good ring. For instance, when you’re looking for a 
tingsha, not all of them have the right pitch so you have to go through them until you 
find the one that makes the right sound. It’s the same thing for anything that makes a 
sound. You can feel when it hits that perfect pitch.

d) You have to find a space that has the proper acoustics. If you do rock clacking in 
tunnels and caves, you can get some really cool dimensional effects. If you understand 
acoustics, it’s just soundwaves. If you have waves at a certain point, they are going to amplify 
each other or just totally flatten each other out. You can usually feel or hear whether 
it’s going to be beneficial or not.

e) Rock clacking is definitely a group thing. You’ll generally have the best experiences 
with groups of three people with at least one male and one female. An ideal group is 
one female and two males.

f) It’s almost like a meditation. The clacking puts you in the right state of mind. It 
takes a trained mind to roll with the distractions in a space, whether it’s birds chirping or 
other sounds. Everyone in your group should have rocks that make the same sound. 
Then, it’s just a matter of synchronizing. If you’ve ever done Aums with other people, 
you know that there’s a resonance when two people can harmonize with an Aum. The 
two becomes a third! The difference is profound! It’s not just one plus one equals two, 
it’s exponential when you start adding people who can sync up and really harmonize 
with you. The same applies to rock clacking.

g) Timewise, you must sync up with one another. Everyone should be clacking their 
rocks at the same time. It’s better to grind or rotate one rock on the other one over and 
over. One clack every 1.5 seconds seems to work best. If you have one or two people 
that can’t find that rhythm, it will not work and you won’t be able to create that harmonic.

h) If you don’t get results within a half hour to an hour, it’s probably a good idea to 
stop. It all comes down to harmonics.
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2. Ghost Hunting - Before You Go

a) Since people often withhold information about the best paranormal hotspots, you 
have to do a little more research to figure out what kind of phenomena is actually going 
on. If you’re good at scanning photos and you can get a good photo, you can mind 
project into the area. Then, you can actually go there and check out your accuracy. 
The more you do it, the better you’ll actually get at scanning areas and finding 
good locations.

b) Do research on the area that you are targeting for paranormal phenomena. For 
example, if you are investigating Portland, Oregon, search Google for “paranormal society 
Portland.” Then, look for “research” or “investigations.” Look for reports on some kind 
of phenomena during those investigations. You can also do a search for “haunted.” If 
it says “orb activity,” that usually means nothing. The only way that’s helpful for you is 
if they actually take a picture of the orbs. If you find a listing that has a history of lots of 
sightings, there’s a better chance that something is actually going on there. If there are 
reports of “eerie feelings” or something that they can’t really nail down, there’s a good 
chance that it might be an entity. When you head out, make sure to get three to five 
places lined up because a lot of them might not pan out. You can also ask locals about 
rumors of paranormal activity. Most rumors are based on some kind of phenomena.

c) Don’t even think about using High Guard! Don’t think about your lower chakra. 
If you do either of these things, you will ruin the chance of having any real activity. 
Take twenty minutes and practice seeing auras before you actually go to a haunted place.

d) Don’t create a story in your head for what is going on in the area. You always 
have to keep your mind open so that anything can come to you.

2. Ghost Hunting - When You Arrive

a) When you go into an area, immediately evaluate it for two conditions.
• Is there activity going on right now?
• What is the potential for this place to have activity? In other words, if you come 
back enough, what is the potential for activity under the right conditions?

b) Use scanning to explore the location and hunt for activity. Clear your mind using 
the same process that you use before the Foundation Meditation, with one exception: 
don’t think about the energy. Always trust your intuition when ghost hunting. 
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• Go to a place that may have activity. Be aware and pay attention. If you are in the 
right place at the right moment, you increase the odds of experiencing phenomena. If 
you want an experience, go to one of those places in the middle of the night. Shut 
off the lights and sit in the room. Be still and have some anticipation. You might be 
there all night. Perhaps nothing will happen but by being there, you’ve increased 
your odds significantly.

• Focus on your body. Become aware of how you feel. If your sixth sense  reaches 
out, and you pick up something, it’s going to be processed through your organic 
body. If you aren’t aware of your body and what is going on, if something tweaks 
inside of you, you are not going to be able to tell that there’s a difference.

• Slow your breath. Pay attention to the air. Breathe in and out.
• Pay attention to your peripheral vision. Slowly move your awareness out over 

the environment. Pay attention to the sounds. Pay attention to the wind. Pay attention to 
the life. Feel the grass on the ground. If you’re walking through a graveyard, how do 
the graves feel in contrast to that?

• You want to move your mind and plug into the entire environment so you 
don’t actually have to walk around. Your goal is to expand your sensory to cover the 
whole area. Then, if something moves in that area, you’re going to feel that contrast 
just as you would if something happened in your body. In the beginning, you may have 
to limit your scanning to just what you can see, but eventually you should be able to 
have a 360-degree awareness of everything around you.

• Pay attention to the changes in the environment. If something truly paranormal  
is going on, you have to look at it like a glitch in the matrix. When there’s a glitch, 
there’s a good chance that something is going to ripple out. If you go into a park, 
pay attention to the activity going on around you. You might hear the wind but 
don’t feel it blowing or a street light might flicker and go out. Nothing can move 
without affecting other things. If you’re aware, those environmental indicators 
might be signs that something is moving through the matrix. Even though you 
might not be able to detect it, you can see its ripples.

• Watch for psychic impressions. Sometimes they can come across as strong 
as an actual haunting, so people often confuse the two. “Eerie feelings” may be an 
indicator of potential activity or it may just be that something happened there that 
has left really strong psychic impressions. The memory of that energy has impacted 
the environment so much that even Red Cells can feel it.

• What is the overall energy of the area? If you’ve scanned an area and you’re pretty 
sure there’s not much activity going on, you should start touching things that
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have the best chance of holding energy. The intense emotions that come from 
these objects aren’t evident until you actually touch the object and use psychometry to 
try and draw it out.

• If you sense activity but you can’t find the source, then moving water may indicate  
the activity is dimensional. If there hasn’t been a tragic event or a strong emotion that 
an entity would be interested in but it is legitimate activity, then it’s definitely 
something dimensional that has to do with the water. If there’s mineralization in the 
area, that affects the magnetics of that area, which can distort things. That’s the kind of 
place that rock clacking would work to magnify the distortion field there. 

• If there are pockets of activity going on, take lots of pictures with a digital camera or 
something that has an actual flash on it. Then, you can view the pictures later. Most 
“ghost photos” fall into two categories: hazy, indistinct shapes that can be interpreted as a 
human form or “mysterious” glowing white blobs called orbs. Only a small portion of 
“paranormal photos” are actually that. Most orbs are actually out-of-focus bits of dust, 
insects, or water droplets that were caught in the flash. Most other effects are caused by 
shadows, low light, being out of focus, or some other natural occurrences.

• Use your peripheral vision and look up. Sometimes, there are shadows on the wall or 
potentially even a portal.

• Pay attention to your breathing. Pay attention to the temperature on your face. If there 
are cool spots, follow the cool air.

• Entities have a scent, so pay attention to your sense of smell.
• Always keep your hands out of your pockets, palms out. In a weird way, your hands 

collect the molecules and can sense the entity. When you are in non-thought with the 
intent of finding an entity and you move your hand, you’re just going to feel that you 
should go a certain way. Your hands will guide you, as long as you are in non-thought.

• Go out in small groups. The best experiences will come in a group of three people, 
no more and no less. You can have interesting experiences with two but three is 
the most ideal. The best configuration is a female and two males. There is something 
about that harmonic that allows for more phenomena to happen. When you go 
out in a large group, it’s too much energy. It’s like a big fire coming in so it pushes 
entities away.
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3. Communicating with an Entity

a) If you’re trying to communicate with an entity, vocalize it but emote it at the same 
time. They’re not going to hear your words, but they’ll feel your emotion. If you say, 
“How can we help you,” there’s an emotion that you’re already emitting. You have to 
think: What is the story? What happened here? What are people seeing? Why are they 
seeing it? 

b) In rare cases, if you’re able to interact with someone who others can’t see, you might 
have slipped into a parallel or alternate reality. It’s like the Double Slit Experiment 
where you have tiny particles of light called photons. From the laser apparatus, 
single photons fire off one at a time. The individual particles arrive at a plastic 
barrier with two narrow slits. On the other side is a sensitive TV camera which 
films where the photons end up. When the experiment is done with individual 
photons from the laser, one would expect them to hit the wall behind the slits 
in two places that line up with the two slits. Instead, they land all over the place 
in areas that would be physically impossible if they were traveling straight. The 
only explanation is that the particle goes through BOTH slits simultaneously. By 
the time it travels to the back wall, it comes together again as one photon. It is 
one photon but it splits and becomes two because of physics. It creates a second 
of itself, a second reality. According to physics, alternate realities split from this 
one. In the same way, there are millions of you. There are millions of everyone and 
everything. These are just alternate realities. The infinitive possibilities of that are 
endless. If you are able to interact with someone who others can’t see, it’s probably 
some alternate reality where you met someone who was still alive in that reality, 
even though they are dead in this reality. Somehow, it overlaid with you in this 
reality and you were able to peer through to the other reality which made it feel 
surreal. You flowed with it and it interacted with you. In some cases, it is 
possible to communicate to your other realities through your own consciousness.

ADDITIONAL INSIGHTS

1. If you want to see entities, you need to slip into a frequency that’s going to be more suitable for 
their vibration, something that’s going to be approachable. When you are thinking and boisterous, 
your frequency is not sensitive to their frequencies. Each movement disturbs them, pushing 
them further away from you. When you stand very still and stop babbling, you become 
more conscious. When you are dealing with entities, it’s almost like you want to hold your 
breath and not have any conscious movement. If you do, it disturbs them because they are 
more in tune to it. Their body is made out of energy, so it’s going to be more sensitive
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to energy. Entities prefer calmer waves, which is why most hauntings happen during at night.

2. Most entities are in a dream state of consciousness so they can’t focus on what’s going on. Some 
entities are more conscientious but they are rare. They want to go about doing their routine but 
they instinctively stay away from you. They can’t necessarily see or hear you but you’re emitting 
a frequency that makes them withdraw.

3. If you sit quietly in a haunted house, you can usually see shadow things moving around. Entities 
are used to patterns. Everything is the same. They will focus on something that’s not in their 
normal environment. If you take a soda can and put it in the pattern where the entity is known 
to travel, that will annoy them and they might knock it over or react to it. It’s like disturbing a 
sleepwalker. If you wake a sleepwalker up, they usually get all freaked out. In this case, you want 
to annoy them but you need them to start their pattern first.

4. As entities grow older, their minds get weaker so they are less likely to stay in a certain shape. The 
oldest entities forget what they look like so they can no longer create a morph body. They’ve lost 
the ability to hold their structure. You’ll see them more like orbs, energy movements, or shadows 
out of the corner of your eye.

5. There is a greater chance for entities in humid places. If you have electrical storms, those are the 
days you should go out looking for hauntings. If you go out on perfectly quiet nights, you’ll often 
find nothing. If you go back to those same places on nights when there’s rain or an electrical 
scent, like a storm approaching, you’ll often find phenomena.

6. Be persistent when looking for phenomena. You may have to go to an area over and over again 
before you experience anything. When that magic moment comes, don’t panic because you’ve 
only got one opportunity to analyze it. If you’ve had some experience investigating phenomena, 
your fear level will be more controlled. You’re probably going to be able to get a lot more information 
from that experience.

7. Much of reality is held together by a collective consciousness of our thought. We create reality because 
we hold it here. We hold all the molecules, atoms, and particles collectively because we believe 
that’s what it looks like. Some people even believe the universe looks the way it does because 
that’s our perception of what it’s going to be. If a house becomes dilapidated and run down, there 
is a feeling of creepiness because it doesn’t feel like a home anymore. It doesn’t feel comfortable 
or desirable, so a part of us almost rejects it and fears it. When you put an expectation into 
something that it is going to be unusual, freaky, or threatening to your well-being, you are 
programming it to meet that level of expectation. When other people go there, they feel that 
programming and then they add to it. It’s like everybody carrying a stone and throwing it in the 
same spot until it eventually builds a mound. The projected program on that environment starts 
to infringe upon the reality or dimensional effect of that space. It no longer abides by the laws of 
physics. When people have this feeling about a location and start to program it, it becomes a hub 
for entities or dimensional beings. They are attracted to these hubs where they can exist. 
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They move from one of these haunted places to another so you just have to be there when they 
show up. Your eyes cannot see them completely because your brain isn’t able to see all those 
frequencies. What you see and what’s really there are two different things. You can’t hear them 
talk because they probably communicate at a frequency too high for human ears.

8. If you enter a portal like the Bermuda Triangle, you’re probably going to die. It’s like a wormhole. You 
could end up in space or in another dimension, but it’s not likely something that’s habitable for a 
living creature.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Why should you seek out paranormal experiences?
2. What is rock clacking? How and why does it work? 
3. What kind of environment works best for rock clacking? What is the most important 
ingredient?
4. What is the best time of year to go ghost hunting? What’s the best time of day?
5. How does something become haunted? 
6. What is the significant about the reptilian part of your brain? Name two ways to access 
that part of your brain.
7. Describe the difference between new entities and old entities.
8. What kind of preparation should you do before ghost hunting?
9. Should you study the history of the area before you go ghost hunting? Why or why not?

10. Does weather have any kind of effect on entities or ghosts? Why or why not?
11. Why can some people find paranormal activity at a location and others can’t? 
12. What are some of the things you should expect when you go ghost hunting? 
13. What is a time loop? 
14. Why does moving the furniture around sometimes cause paranormal phenomena to stop?
15. How can you tell if there’s a vortex in a house?
16. What are shadow people?
17. How does the Double Slit Experiment affect alternate realities?
18. How can you tell if an entity enters an area?
19. What should you watch for if you see moss growing on the south side of trees?
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20. What kind of preparation should you do before ghost hunting?
21. Why is it difficult for us to communicate with ghosts and entities? How do you get 

their attention? 
22. How is the movement of water an energy source for recording holographically?
23. What happens to objects that go through dimensional vortexes like the Bermuda Triangle?


